
SECURITHOR is the software you need to monitor 
alarms, for operating a Central Station or the Response 
Center of your Company. SECURITHOR presents 

a complete dashboard to operators handling alarm signals 
along with steps and contacts to process each signal.

SECURITHOR automates several tasks such as sending 
emails, sms, notifications to Android phones and reports to 
subscribers. It is made to add value to your Central Station 
by proposing services to your subscribers such as Web 
Access and Panic buttons for smartphones. 

Easy scalability

SECURITHOR is used by many start-ups as well as 
confirmed Centrals with more than 50, 000 accounts. 
SECURITHOR is built to follow your CMS and not the 
other way around. Start with the number of stations you 
need and add more stations when you need them. You can plan your network installation ahead and spend only when you 
need it. Scalability also means you can jump from Single Station to Network Operation easily. It also means you can add 
modules such as Weboperator  or Web Access Module for your subscribers when you need them.

Integrations and interfacing

SECURITHOR development staffs are in constant contact with industry leaders. Direct access bridges are also available for 
Frontel from Videofied and ACC Video from Avigilon. 

Direct integration for manufacturers such as Hikvision, Dahua and Oncam are available for SECURUTHOR. 

The software is available in 3 versions: Core, Premium and Network. Several features can be incorporated such as interface to 
SIP or Asterisk phone systems, Dual Servers, Web Access for alarm installers or Virtual Panic Buttons for PC and Smartphones.

Stratel as the distributor in Malaysia and South East Asia for MCDI Securithor, with the assistance from both Stratel and 
MCDI in Canada, it is possible to get support coverage around the clock. 

For more information, please visit: www.stratel.com.my  sst
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Customise SECURITHOR Interface 
And Personalise SECURITHOR’S 
Workspace The Way You Want It


